
case study
EVAN  & TINA  GOBELL
STONEWELL  COTTAGES  &
VINEYARDS ,  BAROSSA

Property Size: 42ha total; 28ha production 

Enterprise:  85% Shiraz; 10% Grenache; 5%

Cabernet Franc.

Geographic Area: Stone Well, Western 

Ridge, Northern Grounds, Barossa Valley.

Soils: Loam over red clay, with

ironstone/sandstone rock base.

Approach
BUILDING  STRUCTURE

Biodiversity Action Planning

Revegetation of local grasses, shrubs and

trees, focusing on building diversity and

structure 

Encouraging insectivorous bird species

needing foraging areas and protection

from predators

Encouraging birds of prey as natural

enemy to grape-eating birds

results
DIVERSITY  PAYS  OFF

Highest diversity of bird species recorded

amongst sample group, despite relatively

small area with limited mature remnants

Benefits of insectivorous birds outweigh

potential threat of fruit-eating bird

species.

WILDLIFE
FOR WINE
BAROSSA
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Evan Gobell is passionate about managing the

landscape for future generations. With his wife Tina,

the Gobell’s operate Stonewell Cottages & Vineyards

in Barossa, South Australia.   Like many Barossa

vignerons, the Gobell’s see common links between

the health of the natural environment and long-

term viability of wine grape production. 

Having planted over 4000 native plants across their

property since 2014 the Gobell’s have surpassed their

own expectations, with recent bird surveying

showing their property is a birdlife hotspot.   The

Gobell’s original motivation was to revegetate non-

productive areas of the property, although Evan says

seeing the results and a noticeable increase in

birdlife, has inspired him to continue.

.

Continued....

when the vines are fruiting, of the 44 bird species,

only 6 had potential to affect grape crops, and 3 

 were introduced species.

In addition, Ian observed birds of prey like the Brown

Goshawk which is a natural enemy of grape-eating

species such as starlings.  Ian described the Gobell’s

linear sections of revegetation as ideal areas for the

larger aggressive birds like the Brown Goshawk, to

conceal themselves before launching an attack. 

Evan has also installed some artificial perches, now

utilised by birds of prey.

Other highlights of the survey included sightings of

more elusive species such as Reed Warblers and

some of the Barossa-declining woodland birds such

as the Superb Fairy (Blue) Wren.      This was despite

the surveyed area lacking remnant vegetation and

being almost fully comprised of hand-planted native

species.  Further, the size of the Gobell’s revegetated

area was relatively small in comparison to other sites

which were larger and had mature remnant

vegetation.

Ian believes the broader benefits of pest-insect

control, biodiversity and landscape resilience

outweigh the risks of attracting fruit-eating species

such as starlings and rosellas.

Birds and grapes do not always mix well.  Birds that

eat grapes can be destructive, damaging crops

resulting in economic losses. However, the Gobell’s

have found that crop damage by birds has actually

decreased under their 6-year revegetation progam -

by establishing the right native vegetation in the

right place, at the right time.

Through the Wildlife for Wine Barossa project,

Wildlife advisor, Ian Falkenberg undertook a number

of bird surveys on properties involved in the project.

The survey results were pleasing yet unexpected. 

The Gobell property had the highest diversity of

birds with not just an abundance of species - but

most importantly for wine grape production, an

abundance of the right species.    Ian observed 44

species, almost double that of other properties

surveyed. 

However, it is the way in which the Gobell’s have

organised their revegetation that has provided

structural layers, habitat and food resources and

attracted a majority of insect-eating birds.   In a

relatively short space of time, the Gobell’s new

plantings have developed into a multi-layered

diverse woodland.   Although the surveys were

conducted in spring, rather than summer ......

introduction

the right birds

resilience
By undertaking steps towards  creating resilient

landscapes, Barossa winegrape growers are

preparing for a changing climate, saving water,

improving soil health, preventing erosion and

improving biodiversity.  This is becoming increasingly

important as customers and consumers of Barossa

wine demand to know the product is originating

from an environmentally responsible source.

WATCH   the  VIDEOS
LISTEN  to  the  PODCASTS

www.barossawine.com/vineyards/resilience

more


